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ceeeitlei were luxuries beyond, the fondest dreams of their starved existence!
These men worked at very low wages,
iwages that would not support the Amerlean miner, and were rich by comparison. A steady stream of contract labor
was poured into this country until the

The herald

the coinage of the white metal for private account?
It la well to wait before arriving at a
final conclusion regarding" this latest
piece of news, and present rejoicing is
liable to the frost of prematureness;
but it may not be Ignored as an idle

practice Became a crying scandal and a story yet.
dangerous menace.
Then, after many
NOVELS
fruitless attempts, laws forbidding the
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OFFICIAL MURDER

The

tragedy at Latimer last Friday
as a shock to those who had fondly
dreamed that the end of the strike was
In sight.
The action of the sheriff was unwarranted.
He was, to all appearances, a

came

who, at the approach of physical danger at the hands of unarmed
men, lost his self-possession
and used
his official authority to cause the shooting down of a score or more of human
coward,

beings.

The Associated Press account says
that the sheriff gave the order to fire
upon being struck by one of
after having read the riot act to the intercepted marchers.
The sheriff himself
says that the fatal order was given after
one volley had been fired into the air,
and while himself subject to physical
violence by the strikers.
It makes little difference, either way.
The sheriff's version hardly lessens his
responsibility.
What he should have
done was to cause the arrest of the man
who struck him. Then, if arrest wasreBisted, he should have used as much
force as was necessary to take the actual
rioters into custody. The sheriff was
not in the position of one man confronting an armed, raging mob. He had at
bis back 102 men fullyarmed and sworn
to execute his orders.
The force was
amply strong to maintain the law without the taking of human life. The strikers, co far as is known, were without
weapons.
The sheriff further excuses himself
by saying that the foreigners were a desperate set, who value life at a very small
figure. Perhaps they were; but they
had been orderly enough for two lon :,
weary, hungry months. They had not
destroyed property, nor had they murdered anybody.
But, admit that the strikers were desperate foreigners, holding life at a very
email value, what then? Admit that
they were degraded, vile in their mode
of life, lower than the beasts of the field,
understanding
comprehension

\

Our Castle in Spain
And the world was ours with Its birds and
llowers,
We builded. our castle in Spain.
The walls they were Jasper, the towers
were gold,
The windows looked over the sea;
Those windows are dark and
But alas!
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In the glorious time of our youthful prime,
When unknown was the shadow of pain,

:
The

no English, having no
of the real worth of

American Institutions, what of that?
Who Is responsible?
Under the American system of protection, so called, the bituminous coal operators have been protected by an ample duty for many years. It was asserted that the protection was for the benefit
not of the employer alone, but to assist
the working man, the coal miner, who
would thus be protected against the
"pauper labor" of Europe.
It would
enable the operator to pay larger wages
and be a mutual, equitable benefit.
How did this fine system of protection
work in actual practice? The operator
got the benefit of the higher prices made
possible by the duty on foreign coal,
but he did not share it with the American miner. On the contrary, he sent to
Europe and imported by contract the
lowest scum of that country?men who
would live in hovels upon food that a
decent citlsen could not stomach?men
?a whom the commonest American ne-1
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of contract labor were
The novel-reading habit has become
cold.
and the stream was stopped to epidemical, and the production of that
And cold and dark shall they be.
a considerable extent. The evil, howform of literature one of the startling
No fire is alight on the hearth at night,
ever, had been accomplished and. the phenomena of modern, times.
Statistics
No music is heard in the hall,
upon
curse was
the land.
While the spectral trees as they sway in
of public libraries show what a vast
the breeze
Pauper labor thrived on the wages at army is made up of the devotee* of the
Are tapping at window and wall;
first paid. Then reduction after reduc- novel, as compared with the readers of
And bleak desolation is reigning supreme
tion became the order of the day, until other books.
Where gladness did only abide,
The habit grows with
For no one can live in this place it would
at last the lowest of the low Hungarians what it feeds on, and the novel-reading
seem
and Poles rebelled ?they could not live multitude increases day by day. The
A New York citizen was paid oft the Since the lord of the castle has died.
Upon the miserable pittances granted by
moral effect of this species of literary other dlay and proceeded to have
a
I died long ago ln the night of my
the operators.
The strike followed, and dissipation can but be pernicious. Of "good time." Presently an ambulance Yes.woo
then, yesterday's tragedy.
published
every
police
behalf,
was called ln his
When they bore a young bride from the
the thousands of novels
and a
door,
The courts, too, must bear their share year it la rare Indeed to find even one surgeon sewed up a cut in the man's
And my body with her's is at rest 'neath
of the responsibility. Government by worth the reading. A great novel is the head. Three hours later
was
anthe
firs
there
injunction has overreached, itself. Ifthe
On the cliff by tbe storm-beaten shore.
work of a great mmd ?the production of other ambulance call. The same doctor
excessive restrictions imposed by th-j genius?and this latter Js a rara avis in responded, found the same patient, and But at night when the moon, rising over
the glen,
Injunctions against the striking miners our day,
either in Action or philosophy. sewed up the same cut in. his head. A Looks In at the desolate pane
marching
force,
of As.the English critic,
strange sights and sounds, for
had not been in
the
Edmund Goss?, short time Intervened, and the same Thereweare
wander again
unarmed strikers would not have been says (North American Review, August). | ambulance and the same doctor found
Through the halls of our castle in Spain.
In violation of the law. The sheriff, by "Many of
O. T. FELLOWS.
them (the novels) are inter- the same patient, but this time the latany stretched conception of his duty esting
Sept. 10, 1897.
Pasadena,
and amusing, but the vast ma- ter had experienced a compound' fracand authority, could not have set tor-h jority wholly worthless, mere cumberture of the skull. It Is unfortunate that
At Catalina
with his 102 armed deputies, prepared itigs of the press l." And It will appear, some men think it necessary to get half "Everything goes at the beach," said he
to take human life. Nothing but an in- strangely
As
he
gently
squeezed her hand.
enough,
that the "wholly killed before they are willingto admit
junction like those granted by the West worthless" are the very ones most pa- that they are having a real good time. "Ah, some things never go," said sheThen she sat alone on the sand.
Virginia and Pennsylvania judges would
Besides, it is trying to the police surtronized by the general reader.
have warranted such a course.
AND SHE WORE IT
geons
Much has been said and written touchand ambulance horses.
Sighed the soft-eyed maid with
As one falsehood leads to another, so ing the moral degeneration of the age,
the golden
braid,
one act of oppression leads to another, of the easy-fitting fashion of our sense
President McKinley gave Senator
"I have nothing to wear"?and
she
until the bundle of evils gets beyond of duty, whether in our social relations, Wellington control of federal patronage
swore it;
ln the state of Maryland, and through So she packed her grip and
human control. Then the crash comes.
as members of the household, or our busileft the town?
coal ness obligations as members of society, it ho endeavored to boss his party in To the sari sea waves she wandered down
The immediate future of the
With nothing to wear?and she wore it.
Republican
state,
but the late
state
miners' strike is hard to predict. It is to and as workers ln the great hive of trade the
SADIE BOWMAN METCALFE
Catalina, Sept. 6th.
be hoped that the incident, deplorable and commerce. To these or at least to convention brought him to grief. Quay,
as it is, will not be seized upon by the some of these charges we must plead who Is the recognized patronage dispenser ln Pennsylvania, seems to have
DIED SUDDENLY
opponents of law and order to foment guilty?must
each of us exclaim, Mea
fared better, and probably from the
other outbreaks. The strike ought to be culpa!
101-103 North Spring St.
Dr. Abel Stevens Succumbs to Heart
settled at once, even at great sacrifice.
Are we In error in suggesting that we fact that the Republicans of that state
Disease
West
The operators and the labor leaders may trace a large percentage, at least, have been so long under boss rule that
St.
Rev. Abel Stevens,
D., one of the
should get together. To further pro- of the cause of our sinning, in these par- they are better disciplined and more most prominent figuresD.in
the
Methodist
than in Maryland, where
long the strike is playing with a deadly ticulars, to the malign influence's of submissive
Episcopal church in this country, died
explosive.
questionable novels?to
the reading of for the flrst time that party is ln the suddenly Friday night at his home in
?
ascendency.
How it will turn out with
trashy fiction, the product of questionwas
San
Jose.
He
Largest
family
with
his
The
Exclusive Fancy Dry Goods Store in Los Angeles
and
HE ACTED A MANLYPART
able if not tainted brains?
To parents, Boss Piatt in New York and Boss Hanna compla'- dof feeling ill. His wifesumin
Ohio
the
future
will
disclose.
The
has peculiar
especially, this question
ysician, but before his arWilliam J Bryan was a passenger upon significance. The freedom with which patronage of their respective states has moned a
rival
Stevens
suffered
coldied. The cause of his
train
that
a
the Santa Fe
young girls and boys of Immature minds been turned over to them by the admindeath was heart disease.
lision in Kansas one day last week. He and, necesarily, unformed judgments, istration.
An extraordinary bargain purchase enables this reliable Fancy
Deceased was a native of Philadelphia
B|
was uninjured, and in common with are permitted to
select from the shelves
Goods establishment to offer its patrons two very swell inK9
A great responsibility Is Involved in and was 84 years of age at the time of
other passengers similarly fortunate he
libraries, or from book stalls, such taking
ducements
for
the
week.
coining
of
M
up an issue or ever, in, asking an his death. Although he was a regularly
did what he could to alleviate the suf- works as they desire to read is most
apparently innocent question, on the ordained minister of the gospel, his fame
Being one who
ferings of the Injured.
mischievous, If not appalling. No book,
Ten-Dollar Silk Underskirts at a quarter
is prominent before the people, his acts particularly no work of fiction, should part of a New York newspaper. The and his greatest service to the M. E.
Times of that city, in the goodness of its church were from his editorial and litunder the regular price
at the wreck were described in a matbe permitted to go Into the hands of a heart and for the benefit of an old sub- erary work. He was successively In
ter-of-fact way in the press dispatches.
Pure, soft, heavy Taffeta Silk Underskirts In nineteen different shades and |
charge of the Zion's Herald,
girl or boy without the inspection and scriber, recently inquired as
to the proper editorial
upon
by
our
The incident Is seized
combinations of changeable effects; made full, extra wide and
Boston, the Christian Advocate and the
r»/\ §9
permission of parent or guardian.
The
dogs.
food
for
puppy
It has now con- Methodist, New York. He was also the
finished in elaborate style; they are the regular $io garments,
morning contemporary to cast a most
J) / »w I
well-worn couplet of Pope has its lesson cluded that three out of five
?"
but we sell as we purchased them, a quarter off. Only.
inhabitants author of a number of works on reunwarranted slur upon Mr. Bryan's be- of wisdom today as ln the days of our
of New York city own puppy dogs; that ligious subjects. Before the civil war he
havior.
It charges, by inference, that forefathers:
As good as any Dollar-and-a-half Kid Glove ever
each inhabitant has a different way of attained almost national prominence as
Mr. Bryan regarded the tragedy as an
bought tor a Half Dollar Less
arid) his life was repeatabolitionist,
'Tls
education
forms
tender
mind.
an
"
feeding
the
or
puppy
puppies,
his
and that
opportunity to secure for himself a great
edly
by mobs incited to vioJust as the twig is bent the tree's in- each and all of them have
We bought just 72 dozens, 864 pairs, of as good a $1.50 2-clasp Real Kid
written a lence threatened
deal of free advertising, and that he
by pro-slavery adherents.
clined."
Dr.
Glove as ever came into this market from Europe; all the new t%
letter
to
explaining
prothe
editor
the
slighting
asmade the most of it. The
actively
engaged
Stevens
had
not
been
and
fancy, as well as the regular staple colors, also black and !K flI f\t\ U
every
one cess. It is ?well to add that the question
are
novels
that
But
there
sumption is one that seems to be enIn ministerial work for nearly thirty
white; every pair fitted to the hand, and this week's price only V*?vr vr mm
may read.
many charming is not yet settled.
There
are
years, although during his ten years'
tirely gratuitous.
Mr. Bryan simply
writers ot Action to select from, and these
Newspaper articles have been fre- residence in California he was well
acted the part of a humane man, and he should be exhausted before we turn
known among the clergy and laymen of
could not have done less without giving
quent of late showing how the gold nearly
all denominations.
toward less delectable fields. In fact,there
real cause for criticism.
discoveries
in
Alaska
help
good
would
Besides his wife, three children surare novels which every one, young anc
non-para
by
Press
Is
opening
up
The Associated
times
new enterprises
vive him: O. A. Stevens of the Express
old,
read. Of these we may menIt tion should
tisan newsgatherlng organization.
and
industries.
staff of this city, Mrs. I. R. Halstead of
mining
Numerous
Thackeray,
Dickens,
the works of
cannot, by the wildest stretch of the Bulwer, Scott, Bronte, Goldsmith, Du- companies have already been formed, Alhambra and Mrs. M. T. Robinson of
New York. The funeral will take place
Imagination, be accused of being partial
mas, Austen, Edgeworth, Hawthorne, but the ground floor enterprise of them Monday at San Jose and the services will
managers
to Mr. Bryan.
all
is
But Its
know- Cooper and a host of others.
the one that is said to have been be conducted by Bishop Newman of San
251 South Broadway, Byrne Bldg.
organized by a Denver crook,
news when they see It. The presence
who Is Francisco.
turn from, these classic authors to
To
Hall Orders Filled
EVA HARTMAN, Manager
and the acts of Mr. Bryan as those of the ephemeral, tawdry, "yellow-back" getting a gang together for the purpose
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Stevens left yesterday morning for San Jose.
one of the most prominent American
the sensational school might well of relieving Klondikers of their hardtrash
of
surpluses.
citizens, had a substantial news value, provoke
His plan has the
the question of Hamlet to his earned
Nor was
advantage
and they were so chronicled.
of requiring but little capLOS ANGELES PIONEERS
mother:
the story of the disaster subordinated
you on this fair mountain leave ital, except from the victims.
Could
"
Charter Members Will Still Be Reto Mr. Bryan's movements.
The latto feed,
If the law of demand and supply that
ceived?Flan of Organization
ter were simply made an incident ln the And batten on this moor?"
our Republican friends are talking so
a recent meeting of the board of
Speaking locally, The
whole account.
At
named,
and
The works of the authors
Herald mentioned Mr. Bryan's name in of those of their school, interest, instruct much about cuts any figure among the directors of the Los Angeles County Pipreachers,
the Los Angeles pastors oneers it was decided to keep the roll
the heading of the dispatch, but made and amuse the reader. Their literary
membership open to the October meetought to be getting pretty big
excessively
exploit
salaries. of
no attempt to
his style is admirable. They, as a rule, ining. All who join up to that time will
one
a
is
being
About
week
called' else- be considered original charter members.
deeds.
culcate a fine moral lesson. The reader
The most reprehensible part of the rises from their final pages with larger where.
The admission fee, which also Includes
the flrst year's dues, is one dollar. All
article which we criticise was Its ob- and better views of life and with the
"What will become of that new Cos- persons
one
per
of good moral character, 35 years
vious effort to make It appear that Mr. consciousness of increased strength for mopolitan university if Dr.
Andrews of age or over, who have resided at least
buys
Bryan himself sought
notoriety from
the performance of its duties. On the concludes to stay at Brown?" asks the twenty-five years in Los Angeles county,
the affair. Nothing could be further other hand, it is but rarely the sensa- Boston Globe. President
Andrews con- are eligible to membership.
from the truth.
The society will hold meetings the first
tional novel leaves the reader a bequest cluded not to stay at Brown.
Now, Tuesday
evening of each month. It is
Let us mention, by way of compariother than weariness, or a conviction what will become of Brown?
son, an editorial commendation, only the
the intention to have a short literary
other than time misspent. It would
day before, of a scene that took place
Paderewski has had his hair cut! program each meeting. The pioneers,
seem a moral, cons*rvatlve law that
with the oldest, will be InAlas, that he should execute the hair beginninggive
at the hotel where President McKinley even
most
the
Inferior mind revolts at
their reminiscences of tho
vited to
spent his summer vacation.
brought
The presithat
him
in
the
round
American
nur
more
against
sickly
they
heroics,
last
the mock
sensaw it at the tlme of their
county as
dential party gathered on the hotel
play
dollars.
He
will
either
have
to
for
arrival,
incidents,
with
events and anectiment and grotesque if not Impossible
fifty
veranda one day and sang gospel scenes, Incidents and conclusions of the half price or let his hair grow before dotes, humorous or otherwise, of early
hymns.
coming to this country again.
settlers and the early settlement.
It is
It was a beautiful and Im- average sensational "popular" novel.
hoped'in this way to bring out a great
pressive
sight, and the Times could
But the reader of such finds that his
m..«
interesting
history
of
unwritten
of
The leading savings banks of Detroit deal
hardly find words strong enough to ex- sense of delicacy has been blunted,
and have reduced their interest rate from 4 the county and state that Is stored away
press its commendation.
But, suppose
although he flings the finished book in
memory of the old-timers. Apper cent to 3V4 per cent. This action was in the
had disgust from him, he turns to
them...
that some person or newspaper
another undoubtedly called for by the existing plication blanks can be had of the prescharged that President McKinley was
ident, B. S. Eaton, 365 East Second street,
same ilk. This Is always true of
of
the
conditions, but It Is hardly an indication or of the secretary, J. M. Guinn, 115 South
only trying to get a little free advertisfamiliarity with vice or vicious things?
Grand avenue.
of returning prosperity.
ing, and make himself solid with the
pity,
endure,
"We first
then
then embrace."
church people?
What a storm of JusIt Is understood that Secretary SherThere are novels in, the stealthy hands
LOST A HAND
tifiable Indignation would have arisen!
man willbe presented with a type-writMr. Bryan simply acted as any other of maids and matrons today that, under
ten
copy
speech
of
A
Weil-Known
prose
honeyed
or
the
he is to make in
Dairyman's Serious
lines of
real man would have done under the a veil of florid
rhyme, only half
Accident
sentiments Ohio for the benefit of Hanna. A little
457 South Broadway
<q]
same trying circumstances.
Politics antagonistic to the conceal
purity and honesty slip of the tongue might prove costly.
Arthur Gllmore, a well known dairyhad nothing, and should have nothing,
man, who Is proprietor of La Brea ranch,
of social life and to the continuance of
to do with the matter.
There are some respectable names on about eight miles west of the city,
the divine institution
of marriage. the new monetary
commission, but the met with a serious accident yesterday
THE BANK OF ENGLAND AND Novels that, to the masculine mind, ad- list does not create a feeling of confi- morning which cost him his left hand.
vance reasons for sedition, anarchy or
SILVER
dence that the gentlemen serving willbe He was feeding a steam fodder cutter,
Right here lies the danger
communism.
which he has on the ranch, early in the
able
to solve the monetary problem.
morning, when in some manner his hand
The news printed in The Herald, yes- of such novels. Under the mask of senIn an
terday that the directors of the Bank of timent, end ln the holy name of love,
The new Yerkes telescope ought to ba got caught between the knives.
instant his four Angers had been torn
=?
=?????
England had consented to hold one-fifth they lnsiduously sap the very foundaloaned to Secretary Alger. It might help off, and the flesh of his palm
was shredfamily and, therefore, of the
him to And that missing opinion that ded.
of the bank's reserve in silver is highly tions of the
As quickly as possible he came
Absolutely pme. Quality guaranteed. Will preserve
state ?for the family Is the cornerstone
significant, when, its source Is considAttorney General McKenna sent to his to this city, where Dr. W. C. Harrison
question, presents
amputated
mangled
of
the
state?and
the
a
the
member.
couple
ered.
offlce
of weeks ago.
fruit equal to any refinery product
<&>
they shall be excludedi
The LiC-fidon Times was responsible for itself as to how
The Riverside Enterprise has Just put
Westlake Park Concert
the dispatch. The Times, as everybody from every public library ln the land.
in. a Mergenthaler linotype machine, and
The question deserves the serious attenFollowing is the program of the conknows, is very conservative.
It does not
all the papers are appropriately remarkregard euch a step with approval, and tion of our municipal authorities.
cert to be given at Westlake park this
ing that the paper is properly named.
afternoon, commencing at 2 oclock, by
would not print the news unless it had
BOULEVARD ENTRANCE
H. F. Meine's orchestra:
reason to believe that it was reliable.
really
strange
It is
that some of our I?March, Metrome Prize (new)J.C.Heed
Rosey
too,
is sigThe boulevard project Is still vexed Republican contemporaries have not re2? Spanish Waltz, Espantta
The comment of the Times,
Caprice, Little Daisy (new) Gotterdam
6 WHOLESALE FUEL
NEW FIRM
nificant. It says that the bank's credit by the conflicting desires of residents ferred to the calamity howlers as "the 3? Medley,
Landers, Odds and Ends
4?
is strong enough to bear the change that of various sections. A new phase to the choir invisible," In these piping days.
(new)
P. V. Olker
All Kinds by the
5 Back Diamonds
Schleppegrell
5? Overture, Reception
would ensue through carrying thfe in- discussion was added yesterday by the
Fly
Fire
H.
F.
Wellington
Morgan
Galop,
6?
Meine
Ton or Car Lot
Pierrepont
$1,000,000
J.
made
and
by
creased amount of silver. That Is on, a filing ot a petition
property owners
Two-step, My Oarktown Gal (by re2
0
Wood of all varieties constantly on hand, dive us a trial.
It may be 7? quest)
par with the fact that in this country of Los Angeles, Main and Spring streets. out of the rise in wheat.
Lee Johnson A Tel. Main 1599.
CLARK BROS., Corner Seventh St. and Santa Fe Track
2
not be obliged to order anhe
will
despised
Jingles
proposition
provides
Rosey
Valse,
(new)
last
that
8?
Rendez-Vous
"39
cent
dollar"
This
for
an
the
to
Medley, Andrew Mack's (Irish, new)
just yet.
9?
bond
issue
route,
other
everybody.;
as recomthe tune of 100 cents in
entrance to the adobe
Boettger
Schottlsche, Ma Caroline (by request)
mended by the committee of engineers,
pockets.
The Good Roads league will And an 10?
Lee Johnson
If the amount of silver held by the from the Plaza, and as a sop to the ample
field for Its praiseworthy efforts 11? Intermezzo, Cavallerla Rustlcana
Bank of England is to be increased ln East Slders suggests a second entrance, in Alaska.
Mascagnl
12?Waltz, Visions ot a Beautiful Woman
a country where gold ie the financial with the double-headed provision that
FRM T0 ANYaddbbbb
Fahrbach
idol, why is it not reasonable
to ask Buena Vista street be widened and' the
William Jennings Bryan is still be- 13? Spanish Serenade, La
??Treatise on Consumption"
Paloma
that the mints of India, a country when: ronte continued to the East Side park. fore the people, and tbe people are beArranged by Balfour
DR. W. HARRISON BALLARD,
si ilver is th* sole money, be opened bo Th* boulevard committee would do well hind him.
14? Two-step, Under the Polar Star.Jerome
passed,

W

to remember that it stands committed
first for the construction of a boulevard
along the line suggested by
the engineers (practically the adobe road), and
secondly to give all possible encouragement to the Arroyo Seco route as an
Independent enterprise.
Any short cut
that has in contemplation two city connections with one route and no connection with the other is liable to raise a
whirlwind of discontent and antagonism.
The Herald would be glad to see the
boulevard constructed along the lines
recommended by the engineers; but It
would also, like to see all promoters of
the scheme "tote fair" as to the other
project. If the Arroyo
Seco people mean,
business, Buena Vista street Is their
proper entrance to the city.
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